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Now Available
as Exemplary e-Books
In recent years all of our frontlist, and select backlist, has become available in
searchable PDF format designed primarily for use on tablets. Seventeen of these
quality digital productions have been favoured with recognition by the eLit
awards programme administered by the Jenkins Group of Traverse City, MI.
To date the collection as a whole includes 100 Porcupine’s Quill titles
as well as 21 backlist issues of the Devil’s Artisan. To explore the range:
•

contact us directly at store.porcupinesquill.ca

•

or order through Google Play, which will facilitate international sales

in any number of local currencies. Digital copies of the Devil’s Artisan are also
available from Magzter, and select PQL backlist may be available from Ebsco,
Gibson Library Services, ProQuest and Scribd.
The collection features the poetry of P.K. Page, the wordless novels of George
A. Walker and all seventeen titles in our Essential Poets series, showcasing work by
Margaret Avison, Earle Birney, Don Coles, Daryl Hine, D.G. Jones, M. Travis Lane,
Jay Macpherson, Richard Outram, P.K. Page, James Reaney and other luminaries.
S T I C K Y fingers is a somewhat irreverent moniker we have
adopted for a new digital imprint of the Porcupine’s Quill that
offers short, attractive, informative editions that probe the
intersection between Canadian literature and the book arts,
packaged exclusively for mobile devices.
Each chapbook is available in ePub for iPads and Android
tablets, and Mobi for Kindle, and retails for $2.99. The latest
release, The Fleming Files, features eleven articles that originally
appeared in the Devil’s Artisan in 2008. The ePub version was recently offered as a
promotion orchestrated by the Association of Registered Graphic Designers.
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Bite Me!
Joe Rosenblatt

æ

MARCH

Joe Rosenblatt delights in revealing a fantastical hidden world of ravenous
monsters and rapacious critters of all sorts—one in which ‘either you’re the
eater, or the one who’ll be consumed.’
In Bite Me!, idiosyncratic observations and provocative musings illuminate an
unseen world of creatures both real and imagined.
This is a collection populated by eighty-foot-long boa constrictors and
carnivorous pitcher plants. Of colossal clams that inhale noxious volcanic fumes
and of bioluminescent ocean-dwelling critters that appear as ghostly mermaids to
unsuspecting submariners. It is a collection in which the unfortunate Monster Boy
copes with the consequences of schoolyard bullying—and flesh-liquefying
stomach acid—while the agoraphobic Birdman ‘strives to ascend skyward’ though
he is permanently grounded.
The poems and musings in Bite Me! are interested in ‘the bizarre side of
Mother Nature’s handiwork’, from the depths of the ocean to the wilds of the
tropical rainforest ... to the cozy hearth of the domesticated housecat. In this
collection characterized by isolation and unquenchable need, Rosenblatt
celebrates life in all its varied forms while awaiting that moment when ‘time
drifting as a bottom feeder makes a meal of us.’
Joe Rosenblatt is an accomplished author and artist who, during the course of a
five-decade career has produced over twenty books of poetry, fiction, non-fiction
and visual art. Rosenblatt has received several major awards, including the
Governor General’s Award for his poetry collection Top Soil, as well as the B.C. Book
Prize for Poetry Hotel in 1986. He lives in Qualicum Beach on Vancouver Island.
$16.95

•

96 pp

•

POETRY/Canadian

sewn, paperback
•

•

8.75" x 5.56"

978-0-88984-424-7
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Margin of Interest
Shane Neilson

æ

MARCH

Shane Neilson’s essays showcase the rich history of poetry in the Canadian
Maritimes, recognizing the drawbacks of regional frameworks while
finding power and beauty in the literary traditions of writers who exist on
the margins of Canadian poetry and culture.
As Shane Neilson writes in Margin of Interest, ‘Maritime poetry is the sum of what’s
come before, a unique history, and yes, a unique place.’
In Margin of Interest Neilson examines representation, identity, power and the
politics of literary history, from the creative traditions of the Mi’kmaq to the work
of young poets today. He pays due homage to iconic Maritime writers (Milton
Acorn, Alden Nowlan, George Elliott Clarke), shines a critical spotlight on lesserknown masters from the region (Travis Lane, Wayne Clifford) and provides a
glimpse inside the ‘diverse ecosystem’ of poets under 40 writing in or about the
Maritimes (Rebecca Thomas, Lucas Crawford, El Jones). He also combats the
prejudices so often applied to writers from Atlantic Canada—stigma associated
with mental illness, rigid gendering, vernacular language and even poetic form—
and advocates for a long-overdue reappropriation of the regionalist stance, as well
as a proper recognition of the region’s writers and their contribution to the
Canadian literary landscape.
Shane Neilson is a poet and physician who has published in the genres of poetry,
memoir, short fiction, biography and literary criticism. He is currently a Fellow of
the College of Family Physicians of Canada, a Vanier Scholar at McMaster
University and editor for Victoria, B.C. publisher Frog Hollow Press. Though he
lives in Oakville, Ontario, all of his work is rooted in rural New Brunswick.
$22.95

•

272 pp

•

sewn, paperback

LITERARY CRITICISM / Poetry

•

•

8.75" x 5.56"

978-0-88984-420-9
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Rerouted
Daniel Bryant

æ

APRIL

Expect the unexpected in Daniel Bryant’s collection of linked short stories
in which myth, mirth and mayhem are never far away.
A postal worker confronts the supernatural after he is assigned a cursed route near
an abandoned tannery. An attempted robbery goes awry when dimwitted thieves
decide to knock off a coffee joint ... before it opens for business. Touring
musicians experience uncomfortably close encounters while on the road in
Northern Ontario. Serial killers and shape shifters are the least of their problems ...
bad song writing—that’s the real elephant in the room.
These and other stories form a linked narrative in which the mysterious
Benny Tak appears and disappears. Is he a cipher? Some insidious background
performer who shows up in everyone’s personal narrative? Either way, he is ready
for his close-up—with lines memorized.
Eerie and at times otherworldly, the darkly comic tales in Rerouted take
surprising detours, exploring what happens when plans change, things get weird,
and fate is rerouted.
Daniel Bryant was born in Montreal and grew up in the small town of Aurora,
Ontario. He graduated with an Honours B.A. in English from York University and
received the Timothy Findley/William Whitehead Scholarship to attend the
Humber School for Writers Correspondence Program. He has mentored with Paul
Quarrington and Will Ferguson. Rerouted is his first collection of short stories.
When not writing, Dan has worked many interesting jobs: at a large printing
company, a tannery, a tart factory, and on a film crew. He currently works for
Canada Post as a letter carrier. He lives in Toronto with his wife, Nancy.
$19.95

•

192 pp

•

sewn, paperback

FICTION / Short Stories

•

•

8.75" x 5.56"

978-0-88984-421-6
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The Essential Douglas LePan
selected by John Barton

æ

MAY

The 19th volume in the Essential Poets series presents the poetry of
Douglas LePan in a wide-ranging collection—from tense verses on the fog
of war to homoerotic love poems to lyrics in praise of the natural world—
in celebration of the heart’s blood ‘that runs through and supports
everything mankind has made’.
A veteran of the Second World War, Douglas LePan never forgot his experience of
the horrors of battle. His bold, powerful verses often recall scenes of valour,
tenacity and honour amid the ‘festivals of savagery’ that soldiers face at every turn.
LePan did not only laud individual bravery; he counterbalanced his focus on
combat with luminous moments of comradeship, vulnerability and candour.
Whether writing about love, war or the natural world, LePan’s work serves to
‘Plunder the mind’s aerial cages/Or the heart’s deep catacombs’, and reveals the
human capacity for courage in all its forms.
The Essential Poets Series presents the works of Canada’s most celebrated poets in
a package that is beautiful, accessible and affordable.
Douglas LePan was a Canadian writer, diplomat and professor of literature. Born
in 1914, LePan served in Italy with the Canadian Army during the Second World
War—an experience he never forgot, and one that informed much of his literary
output. He served in the Canadian foreign service before taking up an academic
life, teaching at Queen’s University and at the University of Toronto. He won both
the Governor General’s Literary Award for Poetry (in 1953 for The Net and the Sword)
and for Fiction (in 1964 for The Deserter). Douglas LePan died in Toronto in 1998.
$14.95

•

64 pp

•

POETRY/Canadian

sewn, paperback
•

•

8.75" x 5.56"

978-0-88984-423-0
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Viaticum
Jeffery Donaldson

æ

MAY

What does it mean to think, to imagine, to create, to be? Why do we believe
what we do? Is death an ontological state of being, or is it a grammar error?
What exactly is poetry? The varied writings in Jeffery Donaldson’s collection
explore life’s most basic questions—and its biggest illusions—from the nature
of language to the rhetorical potential of the afterlife.
‘When does a thought become part of a poem and when does it become part of
some other form of writing? ... You jot something down and watch to see how
it leans.’
In Viaticum Jeffery Donaldson presents selections from his notebooks that
represent, as Wallace Stevens might say, ‘a readiness for first bells’. These protoarguments and poetic seedlings—musings on the process of thought, the
power of language, the passage of time and the promise of the afterlife—wait to
see if ‘not yet’ might be ‘already something’. They offer glimpses inside the
mind of a thoughtful poet, and provide readers with a spiritual conductor
whose orchestral rehearsal culminates in no actual performance—‘only the
sense that we are ready now’.
Jeffery Donaldson is the author of six collections of poetry, including Slack Action
(Porcupine’s Quill, 2011), which was shortlisted for the Hamilton Arts Council
Literary Award for Poetry and Palilalia (McGill-Queen’s, 2008), a finalist for the
Canadian Author’s Association Award for Poetry. His most recent publication is
Fluke Print (Porcupine’s Quill, 2018). Donaldson has also written works of criticism
on poetry and metaphor. He lives in Hamilton, Ontario, where he teaches poetry
and American literature at McMaster University.
$19.95

•

208 pp

•

sewn, paperback

•

8.75" x 5.56"

LITERARY CRITICISM / Books & Reading

•

978-0-88984-422-3
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The Essential P.K. Page
selected by Arlene Lampert and Thea Gray

ESSENTIAL POETS SERIES

P. K. Page needs no introduction. She is an alchemist who turns language
into pure gold, a magician who dazzles with sleight of mind.
P. K. Page is a poet who writes in many genres and on an infinite number of
subjects. The source of her poetry is always love—whether in vivid portraits of her
inner and outer landscapes; startling insights into the past, the present, the future;
illumination of some tiny detail of ordinary life; or admonishments for our neglect
of the earth and of each other.
Selected by Arlene Lampert and Thea Gray, The Essential P.K. Page is admittedly
wildly idiosyncratic and certain to be controversial. Arranged alphabetically for
easy reference, these poems do not reflect a ‘young’ or a ‘mature’ voice; for Page,
time is not linear and change does not occur along a narrow path. Think of this
volume as a sort of pocket P.K. Page making its way into backpacks, carry-on
luggage, doctors’ waiting rooms ...
This is the second volume in our Essential Poets series. Our aim is to provide
the best possible introduction to a prominent Canadian poet by selecting key
works that carry the essence of an individual poetic voice and sensibility. By
offering a small but carefully considered selection it is hoped these chapbooks will
invite an intimate acquaintance and ongoing engagement with the poems.
P. K. Page was born in England and raised on the Canadian prairies. She wrote
some of the best poems published in Canada in the twentieth century. In addition
to winning the Governor General’s Award for poetry in 1957, she was appointed a
Companion of the Order of Canada in 1999. She was the author of more than two
dozen books. She died in Victoria in January, 2010.
$12.95

•

64 pp

•

POETRY/Canadian

sewn, paperback
•

•

8.75" x 5.56"

978-0-88984-308-0
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The Essential Margaret Avison
selected by Robyn Sarah

ESSENTIAL POETS SERIES

This volume of Margaret Avison’s work showcases the development of one
of Canada’s most brilliant and original poets. Her vibrant life work is
distilled into a selection that is illuminating, generous and richly varied.
The sixth in the acclaimed series of Essential Poets, The Essential Margaret Avison
provides an excellent introduction to this prominent Canadian poet and the
evolution of her work. Robyn Sarah’s selections amply celebrate Avison’s diverse
styles and forms, and reveal Avison’s unique perspective on and response to her
world.
Here, one can experience Avison’s dazzling diction (‘a saucepantilt of water’,
‘birds clotted in big trees’), her metaphoric and tonal complexities, and her quiet
examination of the world in which she lived. The Essential Margaret Avison also traces
her movement from skeptical intellectual to committed Christian. Though some
scholars have dismissed her later religious poetry as simplistic and inferior to her
earlier work, the truth is more complex, and the line between what is religious
and what is not in Avison’s poetry is difficult to draw. Robyn Sarah describes how
Avison’s work became ‘more and more a poetry of inquiry, an inner pondering of
her daily givens’, in which her experience of the worldly and the transcendent are
inextricably tied.
Margaret Avison was awarded the Governor General’s Award twice—for her first
book, Winter Sun in 1960, and in 1990 for No Time. Her published poetry up to 2002
was gathered into three volumes, Always Now: the Collected Poems (PQL, 2003),
including Concrete and Wild Carrot which won the 2003 Griffin Prize. She was named
an Officer of the Order of Canada in 1985, and died at the age of 89, in 2007.
$12.95

•

64 pp

•

POETRY/Canadian

sewn, paperback
•

•

8.75" x 5.56"

978-0-88984-333-2
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The Essential Travis Lane
selected by Shane Neilson

ESSENTIAL POETS SERIES

This volume presents a selection of poems by a Canadian poet who
combines exquisite observations of the natural world with profound
thoughts about time and mortality.
Inspired by nature, science, topics in the news, art and music, New Brunswick
poet M. Travis Lane is prolific yet eschews the spotlight. She has won the Atlantic
Poetry Prize, the Alden Nowlan Prize for Excellence and the Banff Centre Bliss
Carmen Poetry Award, among a host of others. The Essential Travis Lane celebrates
her lilting, insightful work by bringing to the fore a selection of her shorter
poems—many of them out of print—that demonstrate her signature clear-eyed
perceptiveness and rhythmic formal technique. Fellow poet and editor Shane
Neilson has gathered poems from Lane’s early books, published between 1969 and
1988, that evince a refined ecopoetics alongside spiritual concerns. These poems
are fine examples of her linguistic mastery, as well as the wisdom and heart that
characterize her voice.
The Essential Poets series presents the works of Canada’s most celebrated
poets in a package that is beautiful, accessible and affordable. The Essential Travis
Lane is the 13th volume in the series.
Millicent Elizabeth Travis Lane was born in 1934 in San Antonio, Texas. She
moved to Fredericton, New Brunswick in 1960 where to this day she holds the title
of Honourary Research Associate for the Department of English at the University
of New Brunswick. In addition to having published fourteen books of poetry,
Lane’s poetry reviews have appeared in a number of publications over the last fifty
years, most notably in The Fiddlehead.
$14.95

•

64 pp

•

POETRY/Canadian

sewn, paperback
•

•

8.75" x 5.56"

978-0-88984-388-2
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The Essential Jay Macpherson
selected by Melissa Dalgleish

ESSENTIAL POETS SERIES

An unexpected complexity is revealed in the poetry of Jay Macpherson,
one of the leading figures of Canada’s mythopoeic modernist movement.
Jay Macpherson’s allusive lyricism and penchant for mythic resonance have made
her work central to the development of Canadian poetry from the mid-century
and beyond, influencing the careers of writers like Margaret Atwood among many
others. Her wry, somewhat formal verse demonstrates an interest in ideas of
duality and opposition as well as an enduring fascination with transforming
ancient myths into contemporary commentary. Her unique blend of erudition,
irony and musicality led her to win the Governor General’s Award for Poetry and
to become the first Canadian to receive Poetry magazine’s Levinson Prize.
In The Essential Jay Macpherson editor Melissa Dalgleish brings together the
poet’s most recognized lyrics alongside unpublished or little-known works,
charting Macpherson’s poetic development and highlighting the splendid variety
and complexity of her work.
The Essential Jay Macpherson is the fifteenth volume in the Porcupine’s Quill
Essential Poets series.
Jay Macpherson, born in 1931, was an author, publisher and educator central to
the development of Canadian mythopoetry in the 1950s and ’60s. She became the
first Canadian to win Poetry magazine’s Levinson prize in 1957 for her Ark poems.
In 1958 she won the Governor General’s Award for Poetry for The Boatman. In
addition to her verse, Macpherson was the founder of Emblem Books and an
instructor at the University of Toronto’s Victoria College. Macpherson died in
Toronto in March of 2012.
$14.95

•

64 pp

•

POETRY/Canadian

sewn, paperback
•

•

8.75" x 5.56"

978-0-88984-401-8
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Books in Print
This is a partial list of recent titles. For a complete listing of all Porcupine’s Quill
backlist currently in print please visit our website at http: //porcupinesquill.ca

Fiction
Blaise, Clark Montreal Stories $18.95 978-0-88984-270-0 2003 192 pp
Blaise, Clark Pittsburgh Stories $18.95 978-0-88984-227-4 2001 144 pp
Blaise, Clark Southern Stories $17.95 978-0-88984-219-9 2000 192 pp
Blaise, Clark World Body $24.95 978-0-88984-284-7 2006 216 pp
Bryant, Daniel Rerouted $19.95 978-0-88984-421-6 2019 192 pp
Colford, Ian Evidence $22.95 978-0-88984-303-5 2008 192 pp
Deliyannides, Marika Bitter Lake $19.95 978-0-88984-374-5 2014 176 pp
Dixon, Nicole High-Water Mark $18.95 978-0-88984-356-1 2012 144 pp
Frutkin, Mark The Rising Tide $22.95 978-0-88984-414-8 2018 224 pp
Glennon, Paul The Dodecahedron $21.95 978-0-88984-275-5 2005 224 pp
Gracie, Margaret Plastic $22.95 978-0-88984-404-9 2017 232 pp
Helwig, David Mystery Stories $27.95 978-0-88984-337-0 2010 288 pp
McDougall, Bruce Every Minute Is a Suicide $22.95 978-0-88984-377-6 2014 192 pp
Page, P. K. Triptych $27.95 978-0-88984-408-7 2017 288 pp
Reaney, James The Box Social & Other Stories $12.95 978-0-88984-173-4 1996 160 pp
Rooke, Leon Fabulous Fictions $22.95 978-0-88984-393-6 2016 128 pp
Rooke, Leon The House on Major Street $19.95 978-0-88984-419-3 2018 208 pp
Sibbald, Barbara The Museum of Possibilities $19.95 978-0-88984-400-1 2017 182 pp

Poetry
Avison, Margaret Always Now (in three volumes)
Volume I $19.95 978-0-88984-262-5 2003 256 pp
Volume II $19.95 978-0-88984-255-7 2004 288 pp
Volume III $19.95 978-0-88984-261-8 2005 232 pp
Avison, Margaret The Essential Margaret Avison $12.95 978-0-88984-333-2 2010 64 pp
Birney, Earle The Essential Earle Birney $14.95 978-0-88984-373-8 2014 64 pp
Bruce, Charles The Essential Charles Bruce $14.95 978-0-88984-416-2 2018 64 pp
Cayer, Lori Mrs Romanov $16.95 978-0-88984-417-9 2018 128 pp
Coles, Don A Serious Call $14.95 978-0-88984-380-6 2015 64 pp
Donaldson, Jeffery Slack Action $16.95 978-0-88984-367-7 2013 96 pp
Donaldson, Jeffery Fluke Print $16.95 978-0-88984-411-7 2018 80 pp
Harris, Michael The Gamekeeper $19.95 978-0-88984-407-0 2017 176 pp
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Jones, D.G. The Essential D.G. Jones $14.95 978-0-88984-398-1 2016 64 pp
Lane, Travis The Essential Travis Lane $14.95 978-0-88984-388-2 2015 64 pp
LePan, Douglas The Essential Douglas LePan $14.95 978-0-88984-423-0 2019 64 pp
Macpherson, Jay The Essential Jay Macpherson $14.95 978-0-88984-401-8 2017 64 pp
Neilson, Shane Complete Physical $14.95 978-0-88984-325-7 2010 64 pp
Neilson, Shane Dysphoria $16.95 978-0-88984-402-5 2017 104 pp
Neilson, Shane On Shaving Off His Face $16.95 978-0-88984-382-0 2015 112 pp
Page, P. K. Coal and Roses $16.95 978-0-88984-314-1 2009 96 pp
Page, P. K. The Essential P.K. Page $12.95 978-0-88984-308-0 2008 64 pp
Page, P. K. The Hidden Room (in two volumes)
Volume I $18.95 978-0-88984-190-1 1997 240 pp
Volume II $18.95 978-0-88984-193-2 1997 240 pp
Page, P. K. Kaleidoscope: Selected Poems $24.95 978-0-88984-331-8 2010 256 pp
Reaney, James A Suit of Nettles $14.95 978-0-88984-330-1 2010 80 pp
Reaney, James The Essential James Reaney $12.95 978-0-88984-319-6 2009 64 pp
Reibetanz, John The Essential John Reibetanz $14.95 978-0-88984-406-3 2017 64 pp
Roberts, Dorothy The Essential Dorothy Roberts $14.95 978-0-88984-410-0 2018 64 pp
Rooke, Leon The April Poems $16.95 978-0-88984-359-2 2013 88 pp
Rosenblatt, Joe The Bird in the Stillness $16.95 978-0-88984-394-3 2016 104 pp
Rosenblatt, Joe Bite Me! $16.95 978-0-88984-424-7 2019 96 pp
Wilkinson, Anne The Essential Anne Wilkinson $14.95 978-0-88984-376-9 2014 64 pp
Zwicky, Jan Vittoria Colonna $16.95 978-0-88984-370-7 2014 64 pp

Criticism and Non-fiction
Avison, Margaret I Am Here and Not Not-There $27.95 978-0-88984-315-8 2009 352 pp
Bossin, Bob Davy the Punk $22.95 978-0-88984-369-1 2014 208 pp
Donaldson, Jeffery Viaticum $19.95 978-0-88984-422-3 2019 208 pp
Guriel, Jason The Pigheaded Soul $22.95 978-0-88984-368-4 2013 270 pp
Hall, Michèle Rackham The Art of P.K. Irwin $22.95 978-0-88984-395-0 2016 144 pp
Hampton, Ian Jan in 35 Pieces $24.95 978-0-88984-413-1 2018 280 pp
Heer, Jeet Sweet Lechery $24.95 978-0-88984-378-3 2014 240 pp
Jobin, Peter Beyond Walls $16.95 978-0-88984-418-6 2018 112 pp
Kessler, Karl & Chen, Sunshine Overtime $19.95 978-0-88984-415-5 2018 128 pp
Lewis, Laurie Little Comrades $22.95 978-0-88984-342-4 2011 216 pp
Lewis, Laurie Love, and all that jazz $22.95 978-0-88984-361-5 2013 240 pp
Lista, Michael Strike Anywhere $25.95 978-0-88984-392-9 2016 224 pp
Meyer, Bruce Portraits of Canadian Writers $22.95 978-0-88984-396-7 2016 208 pp
Neilson, Shane Margin of Interest $22.95 978-0-88984-420-9 2019 272 pp
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Newfeld, Frank Drawing on Type $27.95 978-0-88984-304-2 2008 336 pp
Page, P.K. Brazilian Journal $27.95 978-0-88984-347-9 2011 304 pp
Page, P.K. Mexican Journal $27.95 978-0-88984-364-6 2015 288 pp
Pratt, Christopher Thoughts on Driving to Venus $22.95 978-0-88984-384-4 2015 208 pp
Schafer, R.Murray My Life on Earth and Elsewhere $27.95 978-0-88984-352-3 2012 280 pp
Smart, Tom Fabulous Peculiarities $16.95 978-0-88984-379-0 2015 96 pp
Smart, Tom Palookaville $16.95 978-0-88984-397-4 2016 96 pp
Teleky, Richard Ordinary Paradise $25.95 978-0-88984-409-4 2017 256 pp

Visual Arts
Brender à Brandis, G. Wood, Ink and Paper $14.95 978-0-88984-029-4 1980 160 pp
Brender à Brandis, G. A Gathering of Flowers ... $21.95 978-0-88984-290-8 2006 144 pp
Brender à Brandis, G. A Wood Engraver’s Alphabet $16.95 978-0-88984-311-0 2008 64 pp
Brender à Brandis, G. Concord of Sweet Sounds $16.95 978-0-88984-316-5 2009 64 pp
Brender à Brandis, G. The Grand River $24.95 978-0-88984-381-3 2015 150 pp
Calzetta, Tony Fabulous Fictions $22.95 978-0-88984-393-6 2016 128 pp
Dempster, Alec Loterı́a Huasteca $18.95 978-0-88984-383-7 2015 136 pp
Kilbourn, Rosemary Out of the Wood $27.95 978-0-88984-346-2 2012 216 pp
Miller, Tony Daddy Hall $22.95 978-0-88984-403-2 2017 176 pp
Mishibinijima, James Simon Pictographs $24.95 978-0-88984-405-6 2017 208 pp
Walker, George A. A Is for Alice $12.95 978-0-88984-323-3 2009 64 pp
Walker, George A. Book of Hours $19.95 978-0-88984-335-6 2010 192 pp
Walker, George A. The Life and Times of Conrad Black $22.95 978-0-88984-365-3 2013 224 pp
Walker, George A. The Mysterious Death of Tom Thomson $22.95 978-0-88984-348-6 2012 224 pp
Walker, George A. The Wordless Leonard Cohen Songbook $22.95 978-0-88984-375-2 2014 192 pp
Walker, George A. Trudeau: La Vie en Rose $22.95 978-0-88984-386-8 2015 200 pp
Westergard, Jim Oddballs $18.95 978-0-88984-389-9 2015 104 pp
Westergard, Jim See What I’m Saying? $18.95 978-0-88984-412-4 2018 112 pp

Young Adult and Juvenile
Brandis, Marianne Fire Ship $10.95 978-0-88984-140-6 1992 120 pp
English, Sharon Uncomfortably Numb $18.95 978-0-88984-250-2 2002 200 pp
Evans, Jon Beasts of New York $25.95 978-0-88984-341-7 2011 256 pp
Lawson, JonArno The Hobo’s Crowbar $16.95 978-0-88984-399-8 2016 96 pp
Page, P.K. A Brazilian Alphabet $16.95 978-0-88984-265-6 2005 64 pp
Peterson, Shelley Dancer $16.95 978-0-88984-177-2 1996 208 pp
Reaney, James The Boy with an R in His Hand $10.95 978-0-88984-059-1 1980 112 pp
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Sales Representation
Canadian Manda Group
664 Annette Street, Toronto, Ontario m6s 2c8 www.mandagroup.com
National Accounts, Ontario & Quebec: Joanne Adams, David Farag, Tim Gain,
Jessey Glibbery, Chris Hickey, Peter Hill-Field, Anthony Iantorno, Kristina Koski, Ryan
Muscat, Dave Nadalin, Emily Patry, Nikki Turner, Ellen Warwick
tel: 416-516-0911

•

fax: 416-516-0917

email: info@mandagroup.com
Quebec and Atlantic Provinces: Jacques Filippi
tel: 855-626-3222 ext 244
email: jfilippi @ mandagroup.com
Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta: Jean Cichon
tel: 403-202-0922 ext 245
email: jcichon @ mandagroup.com
British Columbia & the North:
Iolanda Millar tel: 604-662-3511 ext 246

•

Robert Patterson tel: 604-662-3511 ext 247

email: imillar@mandagroup.com
•

email: rpatterson@mandagroup.com

Film and Television
The Saint Agency: Linda Saint

•

email: linda @ thesaintagency.com

18 Gloucester Lane, Suite 200, Toronto, Ontario m4y 1l5

The Porcupine’s Quill is an independent Canadian publisher which operates with
the assistance of the Canada Council for the Arts and the Ontario Arts Council.
The support of the Ontario Media Development Corporation through the Ontario
Book Publishers Tax Credit (OBPTC) and the OMDC Book Fund, as well as of the
Government of Canada, are also gratefully acknowledged.
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Ordering Information
Direct Orders from The Porcupine’s Quill
68 Main Street, PO Box 160, Erin, Ontario n0b 1t0
tel: 519-833-9158

fax: 519-833-9845

•

•

email: elke @ porcupinesquill.ca

web: http: //porcupinesquill.ca
VISA orders (phone, fax or post only) are welcomed.

Trade Orders / Canada & USA
University of Toronto Press, Customer Order Department:
5201 Dufferin Street, Toronto, Ontario m3h 5t8
tel: 416-667-7791

•

fax: 416-667-7832

•

email: utpbooks@utpress.utoronto.ca

toll free in North America: tel: 800-565-9523

•

fax: 800-221-9985

USA orders can be sent to Ingram Books:
1 Ingram Boulevard, Box 3006, La Vergne, TN 37086-1986
tel: 800-937-8200

•

fax: 615-793-3810

Available Online
As of 28 September 2018, Amazon.com offers over 200 PQL titles for sale with
24-hour status through the small press ‘Advantage’ programme. Digital previews
of most of the backlist are available on Google Play. Google also offers an extensive
selection of first-generation PDF format e-Books for sale inexpensively. Most PQL
titles are available in print format from AbeBooks, which may be convenient for
individuals who prefer to shop online with a MasterCard, or for collectors who
may be looking for signed copies of first editions.
Select PQL titles are also available through amazon.ca, barnesandnoble.com,
Ingram and Baker & Taylor. The British, French, German, and Japanese amazon
sites list some PQL titles available for purchase. PQL titles are also available in the
UK at waterstones.com, blackwell.co.uk, bookdepository.com and amazon.co.uk,
in Germany at beck-shop.de, in New Zealand at fishpond.co.nz, and in Denmark at
bogrobotten.dk
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